
Desk top material is
high-pressure laminate, 
which is a disinfectant durable 
and easy to wipe clean

The display rack is 
suitable for a panel PC’s,

max. 28 ”screens

Easy to use gas spring lightens  
the height adjustment

Takes up little space and  
fits in tight spaces

Handy and safe 
cable bracket

Optional height adjustment foot trigger,
which is hygienic to use

Suitable for  
standing work

360 ° rotating antibacterial
Ø 100 mm twin swivels,  

of which front wheels with brake lock

The cable trough is placed under  
the desk top at the rear edge to save space. 
Accessories include: medical socket.

2126 SPARKe 70 White mobile workstation
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TECHNICAL DATA:

Product number 2126
Item SPARKe 70 White mobile workstation

Worktop 700 * 600 mm, high pressure laminate

Floor surface area 546 * 580 mm

Height adjustment 900 - 1 280 mm, lightened by gas spring

Swivels antibacterial Ø 100 mm twin swivels of which front wheels with brake lock

Weight 21 kg

Height in transport position 815 mm

Load capacity max. 12 kg

Desk top color white

Guarantee two years

Standard equipment • height adjustable display stand
• cable bracket
• cable trough

Accessories can be equipped with a comprehensive Spark accessory list, for example:
• medical socket
• height adjustment foot trigger

Clean-up very easy to wipe clean, can be cleaned with all common cleaning agents,  
including hospital cleaners and disinfectants

2126 SPARKe 70 White mobile workstation

The Spark 70 White ergonomic desk is flexibly tailored to the customer’s needs. 
It is well suited for example as a workstation in a medicine room and for 
industrial assembly and quality control.

This is a great option for workstations where easy adjustment gives you benefits, for example 
when changing shifts. The height can be adjusted quickly and silently with a lightening gas 
spring. The display is also quick to install and adjust for each user.

The desk provides good support for stand-up work and meets the ergonomics requirements 
for display and stand-up work. The display, keyboard and mouse are all on the same level. The 
worktop supports hands while using the keyboard and mouse. This achieves an ergonomic and 
shoulder-friendly working position.

The Spark workstation is lightweight and well-balanced, with a refined design that focuses on 
workstation safety and ease of use.
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